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Privacy-Preserving Crowdsourced Spectrum Sensing
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Abstract— Dynamic spectrum access is promising for miti-
gating worldwide wireless spectrum shortage. Crowdsourced
spectrum sensing (CSS) refers to recruiting ubiquitous mobile
users to perform real-time spectrum sensing at specified locations
and has great potential in mitigating the drawbacks of current
spectrum database operations. Without strong incentives and
location privacy protection in place, however, mobile users will be
reluctant to act as mobile crowdsourcing workers for spectrum-
sensing tasks. In this paper, we first formulate participant
selection in CSS systems as a reverse auction problem, in which
each participant’s true cost for spectrum sensing is closely tied
to his current location. Then, we demonstrate how the location
privacy of CSS participants can be easily breached under the
framework. Finally, we present PriCSS, a novel framework
for a CSS service provider to select CSS participants in a
differentially privacy-preserving manner. In this framework,
we propose PriCSS− and PriCSS+, two different schemes
under distinct design objectives and assumptions. PriCSS− is an
approximately truthful scheme that achieves differential location
privacy and an approximate minimum payment, while PriCSS+

is a truthful scheme that achieves differential location privacy and
an approximate minimum social cost. The detailed theoretical
analysis and simulation studies are performed to demonstrate
the efficacy of both schemes.

Index Terms— Crowdsourced spectrum sensing, differential
privacy, location privacy, mechanism design.

I. INTRODUCTION

DYNAMIC spectrum access (DSA) is an emerging
paradigm for mitigating worldwide wireless spectrum

shortage. A DSA system consists of licensed primary users
and unlicensed secondary users. A secondary user can use a
licensed channel currently not used by its primary user. With
DSA in place, secondary users have more channels to use,
and primary users can profit by sharing their under-utilized
licensed spectrums.

Avoiding harmful interference with primary users is the
first principal in DSA systems. FCC advocates a solution
based on spectrum databases, each currently administrated by
private entities such as Google and Microsoft. Each spectrum
database administrator accepts registrations from primary users
and leverages a well-known propagation model to predict the
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coverage boundary of each primary user. Each secondary user
needs to inquire the spectrum database about the channel occu-
pancy at a chosen location before transmitting there. Current
spectrum databases have well-known drawbacks [2]. First,
the signal propagation models in use are not accurate, leading
to either severe under-utilization of the spectrum or interfer-
ence with primary users. Second, current spectrum databases
cannot provide the quality information of channels, which
can significantly vary in space and time. Last, the locations
of primary and secondary users cannot be validated, so a
spectrum database administrator may return wrong spectrum
occupancy information to secondary users.

Crowdsourced spectrum sensing (CSS) is very promising
for mitigating the drawbacks of current spectrum databases.
In the CSS approach, a spectrum database administrator
recruits distributed mobile users to sense a given channel
around a specified location and decides the channel occu-
pancy by aggregating sensing results. With CSS in place,
the spectrum database administrator can avoid the prohibitive
cost of deploying and maintaining a dedicated large-scale
sensor network for spectrum sensing. The feasibility of CSS
is backed up by a few trends. First, the number of mobile
devices are expected to hit 10 billion in 2019 [3], which
implies sufficient geographic coverage especially in populated
metropolitan areas where DSA systems are expected to play
significant roles. Second, future mobile devices are very
likely to be capable of spectrum sensing given the expected
pervasiveness of DSA-based wireless systems. For example,
practical spectrum sensing is demonstrated in [4] through a
cheap off-the-shelf device connected via USB to commodity
smartphones. Last, mobile devices are increasingly powerful
in self-localization, communication, and computation, which
has fostered the explosive popularity of mobile crowdsourcing
applications [5].

A typical CSS system works as follows. The spectrum
database administrator publishes spectrum-sensing tasks either
periodically or randomly. Each spectrum-sensing task involves
one or multiple channels, a pre-determined set of geographic
locations, and the specified sensing time. The sensing results
from designated locations can be aggregated to jointly deter-
mine the channel occupancy at the specified time. Each mobile
user in the CSS system can independently decide his capability
of performing the sensing tasks. Given possibly many CSS
participants, the spectrum database administrator can select
some for each sensing task.

There are many challenges for pushing the promising CSS
system above into practice. For example, strong incentives
must be provided to stimulate self-interested mobile users
for spectrum sensing. Designing incentive mechanisms for
CSS systems is a non-trivial task. On the one hand, different
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users may want different rewards for the same sensing task.
For instance, a user far away from the allocated location
may require more to compensate for his longer driving time
and higher fuel consumption; a user may also lie about his
travel distance to a specific sensing location to gain more.
On the other hand, the spectrum database administrator wants
to minimize the overall participants’ cost (i.e., social cost) for
every sensing task as long as the sensing quality is sufficient.
Another significant challenge lies in the location privacy
of mobile users. Since spectrum-sensing tasks involve rich
spatiotemporal information, the whereabouts of CSS partici-
pants can be easily exposed, which would severely discourage
mobile users wary of their location privacy.

This paper presents PriCSS, a novel framework for a
spectrum database administrator to select spectrum-sensing
participants in a differentially privacy-preserving manner. Our
specific contributions are as follows. First, we formulate partic-
ipant selection in CSS systems as a reverse auction problem
where each participant’s true cost for spectrum sensing is
closely tied to his current location. Second, we demon-
strate a location-privacy attack under the previous formu-
lation to motivate the need for protecting location privacy
in CSS systems. Third, we propose PriCSS−, an approxi-
mately truthful mechanism based on [6] that can achieve an
approximate minimum payment and also differential location
privacy. Fourth, we propose PriCSS+, a truthful mechanism
that can achieve an approximate minimum social cost and
differential location privacy. Last, we thoroughly evaluate both
schemes through theoretical and simulation studies.

Our evaluations confirm that PriCSS− and PriCSS+ can
achieve the following common objectives.

• Differential location privacy. Both PriCSS− and
PriCSS+ can prevent any internal or external attacker
with arbitrary knowledge from inferring the locations of
mobile participants.

PriCSS− has the following additional nice properties.
• Approximate payment minimization. The payment here

refers to the sum of payments the spectrum database
administrator makes to all spectrum-sensing participants
to fulfill all the sensing tasks.

• Approximate truthfulness. PriCSS− participants have
little incentive to lie about their spectrum-sensing cost.

PriCSS+ achieves the following additional objectives at the
cost of higher overhead in comparison with PriCSS−.

• Approximate social cost minimization. The social cost
is the sum of CSS participants’ real costs for completing
all spectrum-sensing tasks [7].

• Truthfulness. Each PriCSS+ participant has no incentive
to lie about his spectrum-sensing cost.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
briefs the related work. Section III introduces the system
and adversary models. Section IV formulates CSS participant
selection without considering location privacy. Section V
discusses the potential location privacy breach in CSS partic-
ipant selection. Section VI details the design of PriCSS− and
PriCSS+. Section VII gives theoretical analysis. Section VIII
presents performance evaluations. Section IX concludes this
paper and points out potential future work.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Privacy and Security in DSA Systems

There are some elegant schemes on location privacy in CSS
systems [8]–[11]. The majority of these schemes focus on
preventing the spectrum database administrator from infer-
ring physical sensing locations from received sensing reports.
Jin et al. [8] proposed DPSense to enable privacy-preserving
assignment of spectrum-sensing tasks based on differentially
private location trajectories. DPSense aims to prevent an
honest-but-curious spectrum-sensing service provider from
inferring the exact locations for CSS participants. In contrast,
the spectrum database administrator is fully trusted in this
paper, and our goal is to prevent malicious CSS partic-
ipants from inferring others’ locations according to the
selection results. Hence, DPSense cannot be applied in our
context.

Some schemes aim to provide location-proof verifica-
tion or privacy protection for centralized dynamic spectrum
access [12]–[15]. PriCSS is based on a crowdsourcing model
and has totally different goals from these schemes.

Some other schemes aim to detect false sensing
reports [16]–[21] or spectrum misuse [22]–[25]. PriCSS
focuses on the pre-sensing phase and is orthogonal to these
nice efforts.

B. Privacy in Spatial Crowdsourcing Systems

Some schemes aim to provide privacy protection in the
context of general spatial crowdsourcing systems. To et al. [26]
introduced a framework for protecting the location privacy of
workers participating in spatial crowdsourcing tasks. In our
context, the sensing locations are pre-determined and publicly
known. PriCSS seeks to hide the current locations of sensing
participants when competing for spectrum-sensing tasks, so we
address a very different problem. Jin et al. [6] proposed an
approximately truthful scheme for general crowdsourcing task
assignment based on a reverse auction model. Motivated and
built upon this nice work [6], PriCSS− ensures approximate
truthfulness, an approximate minimum payment, and also
differential location privacy in CSS systems.

C. Incentive Mechanism Design and Differential Privacy

Numerous efforts [7], [27]–[29] have been made on incen-
tive mechanism design for crowdsourcing worker selection.
Our work differs from this line of work by specifically
addressing spectrum sensing and also location privacy.

Differential privacy [30]–[33] has been recently introduced
into DSA research. The work in [34] and [35] target differen-
tially private spectrum auctions. In contrast, our work aims at
CSS systems, where a reverse auction framework is formulated
and participants with the lowest bids are preferred. In addi-
tion, we further identify a location-privacy attack where the
adversary could identify the victim’s possible locations and
propose two solutions to address it accordingly.

Our work is also related to differentially private combi-
natorial optimization [36], in which an elegant solution for
the weighted set cover problem is given. The actual set of
elements to be covered is private information [36], while all
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spectrum-sensing tasks need to be covered are publicly known
to everyone in our scenario. Therefore, the solution in [36] is
not directly applicable in our specific context.

III. SYSTEM AND ADVERSARY MODELS

A. System Model

PriCSS is run by a spectrum database administrator whose
functionalities, however, go far beyond those of current spec-
trum database administrators. Specifically, the PriCSS admin-
istrator accepts registrations from primary users and answers
the spectrum-occupancy queries from secondary users. In addi-
tion, the PriCSS administrator can manage the spectrum of
itself or other licensed users by issuing spatiotemporal spec-
trum permits [24], [25] which allow secondary users to use
specific channels at designated locations and time.

The PriCSS administrator relies on mobile crowdsourcing
to obtain fine-grained information for its managed spectrum.
Crowdsourcing spectrum-sensing tasks eliminates the need
for the PriCSS administrator to deploy and manage a large-
scale sensor network dedicated to spectrum sensing. More
specifically, to determine the realtime quality and occupancy
of a specific channel in a certain area, the PriCSS administrator
recruits mobile users there, referred to as PriCSS participants,
to perform spectrum sensing at a set of designated locations.
The PriCSS administrator can then make a decision by fusing
sensing reports. This sensing method is known as cooperative
spectrum sensing and has been widely studied. The sensing
locations usually should be far apart from each other to ensure
high spatial diversity and thus high sensing quality. For the
purpose of this paper, we hereby assume that the PriCSS
administrator has pre-determined the sensing locations of each
sensing task according to existing methods such as [37].

Each PriCSS participant is a mobile user who owns an
advanced mobile device capable of spectrum sensing. He regis-
ters with the PriCSS administrator under his real identity to
receive rewards for performing spectrum sensing. Each PriCSS
participant also has a unique pseudonym or identifier which
is visible to other participants in the system.

B. Adversary Model

We assume that the PriCSS administrator is fully trusted
in preserving the real identity and bids of PriCSS participants.
The adversary can be internal or external to PriCSS.
An internal attacker corresponds to a PriCSS partici-
pant. We assume that internal attackers are honest-but-
curious (HBC) in the sense that they faithfully fulfill promised
sensing tasks but have interests in finding out the locations
of other PriCSS participants. We also assume that PriCSS
participants may lie about their spectrum-sensing costs to
claim more rewards, but they are rational and only lie if they
can benefit from lies. Such HBC and rational assumptions are
commonly adopted in the literature to model the attackers not
performing denial-of-service attacks. In contrast, an external
attacker does not participate in PriCSS but tries to infer the
locations of PriCSS participants from public information.

We assume that the adversary has arbitrary background
knowledge for attempting to breach the location privacy. For

example, both internal and external attackers know the details
of the system operations, and they may also collude. We intend
to offer differential location privacy to PriCSS partici-
pants under this common adversary model in the security
literature.

As mentioned in Section II, there can be many other security
and privacy issues in CSS systems. We resort to the rich
literature for effective defenses, e.g., detecting fake sensing
results [16]–[21] and spectrum misuse [22]–[25].

IV. PARTICIPANT SELECTION WITHOUT

PRIVACY PROTECTION

We first formulate participant selection in PriCSS as a
reverse-auction problem without considering location privacy.
For this purpose, we assume that there are totally n PriCSS
participants in a large geographic region such as the Los
Angeles metropolitan area. Each participant has a unique
integer index in N = {1, . . . , n}, which corresponds to his
system pseudonym in practice.

We assume that the PriCSS administrator issues K sensing
tasks. Each task k ∈ [1, K] contains one or more channels to
sense, a time window in which the sensing should be done,
and μk ≥ 1 sensing locations which are determined by the
PriCSS administrator according to existing results such as [37].
Finally, we denote the j-th subtask of task k by tk,j , all the μk

subtasks of task k by Tk = {tk,j |j ∈ [1, μk]}, and all the
∑K

k=1 μk subtasks by T = {tk,j |k ∈ [1, K], j ∈ [1, μk]}.
Each participant can bid for multiple sensing tasks per his
schedule and itinerary. Since all subtasks of the same sensing
task need to be performed in the same (and generally short)
time window, we require that each participant perform at most
one subtask for each sensing task.

The cost for spectrum sensing is modeled as follows.
The PriCSS administrator publishes a constant factor η to
compensate each PriCSS participant for his resource (power,
communication, and computation) consumption and human
effort incurred for each sensing subtask. Another constant θ
is also published as the travel compensation per unit distance
for gas consumption, driving time, etc. For simplicity, we use
Euclidean distance to approximate travel distance between
two points. Assume that a participant chooses to perform m
subtasks in a round trip of total Euclidean distance d. His true
sensing cost is defined as v = mη + θd. For example, if a
participant is currently at position l1 and wants to perform
two subtasks a and b which are located at la and lb, respec-
tively. Then d equals Euclidean(l1, la) + Euclidean(la, lb) +
Euclidean(lb, l1). Therefore, his true sensing cost for the
two subtasks is simply 2η + θd. Each participant knows this
cost model for computing his sensing cost, and the PriCSS
administrator can modify the model based on user feedbacks.
Our cost model can use true travel distance instead as long
as each participant has a reliable way to estimate it, e.g., via
navigation software. In this latter case, the location-inference
attack in Section V corresponds to location privacy breach
in the worst-case scenario.

The PriCSS administrator aims to select nk unique partic-
ipants for each spectrum-sensing task k ∈ [1, K]. Since
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PriCSS participants compete to perform spectrum-sensing
tasks in return for rewards, it is reasonable to model participant
selection in PriCSS under a reverse combinatorial auction
framework [38]. In this framework, the PriCSS administrator
serves as an auctioneer to auction the sensing tasks, and
each participant i ∈ [1, n] acts as a bidder for the sensing
tasks.

We outline the auction procedure as follows. The PriCSS
administrator broadcasts the subtask list T and expects each
interested participant i to reply with one bid bi = (Li, ci),
where Li ⊂ T , and ci is his claimed cost to perform the
sensing subtasks Li. We assume that ci is limited in the
range of [cmin, cmax], where cmin and cmax are reasonable
minimum and maximum possible sensing costs, respectively.
Each participant follows two rules to place his bid. First, he
can bid for no more than one subtask for each sensing task.
Second, he can bid for multiple sensing tasks. The first rule
is necessary to prevent strategic manipulation of the bids. For
example, participants A and B both bid for the same subtasks
t1,1 and t1,2. If bidding truthfully, A will be allocated with
t1,1, and B will be allocated t1,2. However, A might find out
that if he is assigned with t1,2, he can gain more rewards.
Thus, A could purposely lie about the cost of t1,1 to give
away the sensing opportunity of t1,1 to B. Since B has already
been assigned with one subtask for this specific sensing task,
B is excluded for consideration of task assignment of t1,2.
In this way, A purposely lies about one sensing cost to win
the other sensing subtask and gains more. Such attacks can
be effectively thwarted by the first rule. The second rule is to
allow participants to perform multiple spectrum-sensing tasks
during a round trip so that the total cost for performing bundled
spectrum-sensing tasks can be reduced.

Given the bid set B = {bi|i ∈ [1, n]}, the adminis-
trator determines the auction outcome, denoted by −→x (B) =
{x1, x2, . . . , xn}, where xi is an indicator for participant i:

xi =

⎧
⎨

⎩

1, i wins the subtask bundle Li,

0, otherwise.
(1)

Correspondingly, the administrator selects a winner set W
such that all subtasks in T can be fulfilled.

Each participant i also holds a true valuation about his
performing cost for the claimed subtask set Li, which is
calculated with the aforementioned cost model and denoted
by vi. If his bid bi is accepted, his utility is defined as
ui = pixi − vi, where pi is the payment received from the
administrator. We normalize ui to 0 if participant i is not
a winner. All participants know the allocation algorithm and
payment scheme in advance, and each participant wants to
choose his strategy to maximize his own utility. So the claimed
cost ci might not equal vi for each participant.

The participants could have different performing-cost valu-
ations due to diverse sensing and travel costs involved for
the same spectrum-sensing task bundle. Since each participant
decides his own bundle to bid for, we aim to design a truthful
mechanism so that participants have no incentive in lying
about the claimed cost.

Problem Formulation: We formulate participation selection
in PriCSS without considering location privacy as follows.

minimize
∑

i∈W
ci

subject to |(
⋃

i∈W
Li)

⋂
Tk| = μk, ∀k ∈ [1, K],

|Li

⋂
Tk| ≤ 1, ∀k ∈ [1, K], ∀i ∈ W .

|Li| ≤ γ, ∀i ∈ W . (2)

The first condition above indicates that participants in the
winner set can fulfill all the K spectrum-sensing tasks.
The second one requires that each participant bid at most one
subtask for each spectrum-sensing task. The third one is to
limit the number of sensing tasks a participant can perform in a
single round. γ is a constant and specified by the administrator.
The overall objective is to select a subset of participants with
the lowest sum of sensing costs under the given constraints.
An alternative objective can be finding the lowest sum of total
payments by replacing ci with pi.

The above problem formulation can be essentially treated as
a minimum weighted set cover problem [39], which is know-
ingly NP-hard. So our basic problem here is also NP-hard,
which can be solved by an iterative approximation algorithm
as follows. We define the average contributory cost of a
participant as his original claimed cost over the subtasks that
he bids for and are not yet allocated to other participants.
In each iteration, the PriCSS administrator selects a new
participant who has the minimum contributory cost among the
remaining participants. The algorithm terminates when all the
constraints are satisfied. We say that one participant outbids
another if the former is chosen earlier than the latter.

V. YOUR LOCATION IS NO SECRET

In this section, we exemplify some attacks to infer PriCSS
participants’ locations when they are selected under the
previous reverse auction framework. The location of a partici-
pant here refers to his base location (e.g., home or workplace)
where he may stay for a long time each day, and the base
location serves as the reference point for the participant to
derive his cost for any interested spectrum-sensing tasks.
We assume that each participant starts from his base location
and returns there after performing spectrum-sensing tasks.

We also assume that the PriCSS administrator publicizes
each spectrum-sensing auction result to ensure the public
that its participant selection is unbiased. The publicized
information only includes the system identifier of each partic-
ipant winning one or multiple sensing subtasks. The real
identity, claimed cost, and received payment of each winning
participant are still kept confidential. Making the auction result
public can also help the winners achieve greater self-esteem
and public recognition, for which there are numerous examples
in practice. For instance, an Amazon user can get his product
reviews seen and voted by others, and those contributing
highly voted reviews can get free products to test and keep.

The key insight for location-inference attacks is that a
participant’s claimed sensing cost is tied to his round-trip
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Euclidean distance according to the aforementioned public
cost model v = mη+θd, which corresponds to performing m
subtasks in a round trip of total Euclidean distance d. Even if
the claimed cost of each participant is hidden, the attackers can
still infer the locations of some participants from the auction
results and the changes in auction participation. We give
some attack examples in what follows to highlight the need
for preserving location privacy. We consider two rounds of
auctions, which involve identical channels and sensing loca-
tions but different sensing times. This is practical because the
PriCSS administrator may want to know the occupancy and
quality of each channel in each service area according to a
periodic, on-demand, or random schedule.

Case 1 (Single Task): We first consider a simple case
in which each participant can bid for a single sensing task.
Since each participant can perform no more than one sensing
subtask for any sensing task, the bid of each participant is
hence for a single subtask.

For example, consider three participants {A, B, C} bidding
for the same subtask. According to the aforementioned cost
model, their true sensing costs are vA = η + θdA, vB =
η + θdB , and vC = η + θdC , respectively, where dA, dB ,
and dC denote their respective round-trip Euclidean distance
to the subtask location. Assume that the base locations
of A, B, and C do not change. Nor do dA, dB , and dC .
In addition, we temporarily assume that the claimed cost of
each participant equals his true sensing cost, which can be
technically guaranteed later. So we have cA = vA, cB = vB ,
and cC = vC . Assuming that dA > dB > dC , we have
cA > cB > cC . According to our formulation in Eq. (2),
participant C will be selected as the winner in the first round.
In the second round (say, next day), assuming that C no
longer competes for this subtask for some reason such as
work schedule change, so only A and B bid. Then B wins
in the second round. The PriCSS administrator publishes the
participant selection result in each round.

An external attacker can infer from the public information
that cA > cB > cC and hence dA > dB > dC , which are
something a sensitive user does not want to disclose.

Internal attackers can infer much more information. For
example, assume that B is an attacker. Since B knows his own
distance dB and dC < dB , he can infer that participant C must
be inside the suspicion region, which is the circle centered
at the subtask location with radius dB . If C additionally
participates in other sensing subtasks whose locations are also
public, B can draw other suspicion regions for C and infer
that C is in the intersection area of the suspicion regions with
overwhelming probability. B can also speed up his inference
and improve the inference accuracy by colluding with other
participants in the PriCSS system.

Case 2 (Multiple Tasks): We also give a more complicated
example corresponding to the more general case in Eq. (2),
in which each participant can bid for multiple subtasks with
a single claimed cost. As shown in Fig. 1, our example
involves four sensing tasks T1 ∼ T4, each involving a
single subtask. So we can use T1 ∼ T4 to denote the four
subtasks as well. The number associated with each dotted line
in Fig. 1 represents the Euclidean distance between the two

Fig. 1. An example of location-inference attacks.

end locations. Let η be 0.5 and θ be 1 for the aforementioned
cost model v = mη + θd, where m denotes the number
of chosen subtasks, and d denotes the round-trip Euclidean
distance. The bids submitted by A ∼ D are as follows:
bA = {{T1}, 3}, bB = {{T2}, 5}, bC = {{T1, T2}, 4}, bD =
{{T3, T4}, 5.35}. According to our formulation in Eq. (2),
the winner set isW = {C, D}. In the second round, assuming
that C leaves the area or simply skips the auction, the winner
set isW ′ = {D, A, B}. Assume that the PriCSS administrator
publishes a re-ordered winner set in each round to conceal each
winner’s selection order. For example, {D, C} and {B, D, A}
are published as the two rounds’ results.

There can be many attack strategies for the above scenario.
Due to space limitations, we only discuss one case here,
in which A and B collude to infer C’s location. The attack
involves two steps. First, the attackers need to infer the sensing
task bundle that C bids for. Second, the attackers need to
estimate the claimed cost of C. The first step can be achieved
by studying the difference between the two winner sets, W
andW ′. From the attackers’ point of view, D’s bid must have
covered only T3 and T4. Otherwise, the winner set would have
been changed. It follows that C’s bid must have covered at
least T1 and T2. The remaining question is whether C’s bid
also covers either or both T3 and T4.

There are two possible cases now. In the first case,
we assume that D outbids C in the first auction and thus gets
T3 and T4, so C can only contribute to tasks T1 and T2. Since
C outbids both A and B, his average contributory cost should
be smaller than the smallest of A and B’s average contributory
cost, which corresponds to cC/2 < cA = 3 or cC < 6. From
Fig. 1, the minimum round-trip cost for C to perform T2,
T1 and T4 sequentially must be larger than 6 and is incurred
when C first visits the T2 location, then the T1 location and
the T4 location, and finally C’s location. The additional cost
is higher if T3 is involved. So C’s bid covers T1 and T2

only. Setting m = 2, η = 0.5, and θ = 1 in the cost model
cC = mη + θdC , the attackers have cC = 1 + dC and thus
dC < 5. Since the distance between T1 and T2 is 1, the sum
of Euclidean distance from C to T1 and T2 is smaller than 4.
So the attackers can infer that C must be inside the ellipse with
T1 and T2 locations as two foci and the major-axis length equal
to 4. C’s location can be further narrowed down if additional
information is available.
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Case 3 (Other Information): In addition to the two exem-
plary attacks on location privacy, the participants very close to
some subtask locations are likely to have lower claimed costs
and higher chances to always win the sensing tasks at those
locations, as the aforementioned approximate solution to our
formulation in Eq. (2) is a deterministic process. Therefore,
if a participant appears much more frequently than other
participants in repeated auctions for the same sensing subtasks,
the attackers can infer that the participant must be very close
to one of the subtask locations. This kind of location privacy
breach should also be prevented.

Case 4 (Attacks for Different Formulations): The location
privacy breach can also apply to other formulations besides
our formulation in Section IV. For example, it is also viable
for the administrator to adopt a uniform pricing strategy,
i.e., all the winners selected are equally paid with the same
payment [6], [34], [40]. In this case, the attack can be
even more straightforward. Still consider three participants
{A, B, C} bidding for three subtasks {T1, T2, T3}. The bids
submitted by A ∼ C are as follows: bA = {{T1}, 5}, bB =
{{T1, T2}, 10}, bC = {{T2, T3}, 9}. Based on a heuristic
approach we will cover in Section VI-B.1, the administrator
will pay 9 for both A and C. However, when C’s bid value
changes from 9 to 11, the administrator accordingly has to
pay 11 for C and one of A and B. In other words, the change
of a single bidder’s bid value could directly impact the final
payment value, thus leading to the breach of his location
privacy.

VI. PARTICIPANT SELECTION WITH DIFFERENTIAL

LOCATION PRIVACY

Till now we have formulated participant selection in PriCSS
as an NP-hard problem and described an approximate solu-
tion. We have also demonstrated a few attacks under the
basic formulation and solution, which can severely endanger
the location privacy of PriCSS participants. In this section,
we incorporate differential location privacy into the previous
formulation and propose an advanced formulation for partici-
pant selection in the PriCSS system to simultaneously achieve
approximate social cost minimization, truthfulness, and differ-
ential location privacy. In what follows, we first outline
some background knowledge to facilitate the presentation and
understanding of our scheme. Then we present our advanced
formulation with differential location privacy.

A. Background

Definition 1: An auction is truthful if and only if any
bidder’s (expected) utility of bidding its true valuation
vi is at least its (expected) utility of bidding any other
value ci [41],

ui(vi, c−i) ≥ ui(ci, c−i). (3)

In the above equation, ui is the utility of bidder i and c−i is
the cost vector for all bidders except i.

Definition 2: Let si denote the strategy when player i
behaves truthfully. A mechanism is said to be ξ-truthful if
for every player i, for any strategy s′i 	= si and any other

players’ strategy profile s−i [34],

E[ui(si, s−i)] ≥ E[ui(s′i, s−i)]− ξ, (4)

where ξ > 0 is a small constant.
Definition 3: A mechanism satisfies the voluntary partici-

pation condition if agents who bid truthfully never incur a net
loss, i.e., profiti(vi, (c−i, vi)) ≥ 0 for all agents i, true value
vi, and other agents’ bids c−i [42].
Clearly, the voluntary participation condition is a desired
property of our scheme design.

Theorem 1: A decreasing output function admits a truthful
payment scheme satisfying voluntary participation if and only
if

∫ ∞
0 xi(c−i, u)du ≤ ∞ for all i, c−i. In this case, we can

take the payments to be [42]

pi(c−i, ci) = cixi(c−i, ci) +
∫ ∞

ci

xi(c−i, u)du. (5)

Differential privacy is a powerful tool to provide statis-
tical guarantee on the privacy leakage induced by publishing
outputs based on sensitive input data sets. The basic idea is
that for two almost identical input data sets, the output of
the mechanism are nearly identical. The formal definition of
differential privacy is as follows [30].

Definition 4: A randomized functionM gives ε-differential
privacy if for all data sets D1 and D2 differing on at most one
element, and all S ⊆ Range(M),

Pr[M(D1) ∈ S] ≤ exp(ε)× Pr[M(D2) ∈ S]. (6)

Approximate differential privacy relaxes on the strict
requirement and allows a small additive term in the
bound [43].

Definition 5: A randomized function M gives δ-approxi-
mate ε-differential privacy if for all data sets D1 and D2

differing on at most one element, and all S ⊆ Range(M),

Pr[M(D1) ∈ S] ≤ exp(ε)× Pr[M(D2) ∈ S] + δ. (7)

The parameter δ ensures that although not all events can satisfy
the strong guarantee as specified by Eq. (6), the alternation is
only for very low probability cases. Hence, it is desired that
ε and δ be as close to 0 as possible.

The exponential mechanism is a powerful tool to facilitate
mechanism design via differential privacy [31]. The query
function defined as q(A, r) maps a pair of the input data set
A and candidate outcome r to a real valued “score,” with the
understanding that the higher score is, the better performance
the mechanism can achieve. Specifically, it is defined as

Pr[εε
q(A) = r] ∝ exp(εq(A, r)). (8)

The exponential mechanism gives 2εΔ differential privacy,
where Δ is the largest change in q by a single change of
the input in A.

The following theorem suggests that the probability of a
highly suboptimal output is exponentially low [36].

Theorem 2: The exponential mechanism, when used to
select an output r ∈ R, gives 2εΔ-differential privacy, letting
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ROPT be the subset of R achieving q(A, r) = maxrq(A, r),
ensures that

Pr[q(A, εε
q(A)) < maxrq(A, r) − ln(|R|/|ROPT|)

ε
− t

ε
]

≤ exp(−t). (9)

B. Differentially Private Participant Selection

Due to the NP-hardness of the basic problem, we first
adapt a basic approximately truthful scheme [6] to achieve
the minimum overall payment, low computation complexity,
and differential privacy in our framework. Then we approach
it from a different angle and propose a truthful scheme that
achieves the minimum overall social cost, low computation
complexity, and differential location privacy.

1) PriCSS− Design: This scheme requires a defined set of
all possible prices P . The prices in P should be compatible
with the cost model we defined earlier. For our model, P is
defined as {ρ|ρ mod 10 = 0, ρ ∈ [ρmin, ρmax]}, where ρmin

(ρmax) is the minimum (maximum) price that can guarantee
the fulfillment of all sensing tasks. Hence, all the values
in the price set P can guarantee 100% task fulfillment and
are multiples of 10. Accordingly, we round up the cost for
each participant to the nearest multiples of 10 and make
the rounding number to be each participant’s bidding value.
To avoid the usage of different letters to denote the bidding
value before and after rounding, we simply abuse the notation
and denote ci as the bidding value for participant i. In this
solution, we adopt a uniform payment structure such that the
administrator pays every winner equally. We consider each
price ρ in P as a possible payment price. To keep the overall
payment low, the administrator’s objective is to find the winner
set of minimum cardinality that satisfies Eq. (10). Let the
winner set be Wρ for a certain price ρ ∈ P . Then the overall
objective here for the administrator is as follows, which is a
little different from what is defined in Eq. (2):

minimize ρ|Wρ|

subject to |(
⋃

i∈Wρ

Li)
⋂

Tk| = μk, ∀k ∈ [1, K],

|Li

⋂
Tk| ≤ 1, ∀k ∈ [1, K], ∀i ∈ Wρ,

|Li| ≤ γ, ∀i ∈ Wρ,

ρ ∈ P . (10)

A straightforward solution to the above formulation is
as follows. We determine the minimum winner set Wρ for
each candidate price ρ in P . This sub-problem is clearly a
minimum set cover problem too and thus NP-hard. We adopt
a heuristic approach to solve this problem. We first initialize
the winner set as an empty set. Then we choose a participant
who can contribute most to the remaining task set for each
round of the selection. If there are multiple participants who
can equally contribute, we randomly select one. The selection
of winners ends when all the tasks are covered. Since the
minimum winner setWρ is available for every ρ, we can easily
pick the best ρ with the minimum ρ|Wρ|.

Algorithm 1 Participant Selection in PriCSS−

Input: Universe set T of sensing tasks, price set P , ε.

Output: Winner set W , final payment ρ∗.

1: for all ρ in P do
2: Wρ ← ∅, TW ← ∅, B =

⋃
i∈N ,bi≤ρ{bi};

3: while |T − TW | > 0 do
4: I = argmaxi:bi∈B|(T − TW)

⋂
Li|

5: Select imax ∈ I with probability 1/|I|
6: B ← B − bimax ;
7: Wρ ←Wρ

⋃
imax;

8: TW ← TW
⋃

Limax ;
9: end while

10: end for

11: randomly pick a price ρ∗ according to the distribution

Pr[ρ = x] =
exp(− εx|Wx|

2cmax
�

k∈[1,K] nk
)

�
y∈P exp(− εx|Wy|

2cmax
�

k∈[1,K] nk
)
, ∀x ∈ P

12: W =Wρ∗

13: return W , ρ∗

The above heuristic solution is simple enough but cannot
protect the location privacy of participants. We thus proceed
to incorporate the exponential mechanism to randomize the
price selection result in the above heuristic approach. We first
define the quality score as follows:

q(ρ) = − ρ|Wρ|
2cmax

∑
k∈[1,K] nk

. (11)

Then the administrator picks a payment price generating a
higher total payment with lower probability and vice versa
according to the exponential mechanism. In this way, we can
simultaneously achieve the approximate minimization of the
total payment and differential location privacy. The detailed
algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 works as follows. From Line 2 to Line 10,
we loop around all the possible ρ values in P to determine
a winner set of approximately minimum cardinality that can
fulfill all the sensing tasks. Specifically, in Line 2, we initialize
the bids and fulfilled task set. In Line 4, (T − TW)

⋂
Li

is used to calculate the pure contribution of each candidate
with consideration to all completed sensing tasks. In Line 5,
we randomly choose one winner among all the candidates
with the most contributions with equal probability. The loop
terminates once all the tasks are covered by winners. After
determining the winner sets for all possible prices, the admin-
istrator finally utilizes the exponential mechanism to pick one
final price ρ∗ from P according to the probability defined
in Line 11. The algorithm in the end outputs the final payment
value ρ∗ and the corresponding winner set W .

There can be some variations in how the scheme works
in practice. In Line 4, we select the winner with equal
possibility among a set of candidates with equal contributions
to the tasks. In practice, the selection can be based on different
criteria. For example, reputation systems are typically built
into crowdsourcing systems [44], in which each user has
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a reputation score indicating the quality of his past contri-
butions. If a certain user contributes high quality data, he
is likely to gain a good reputation. With such a reputation
system, our winner selection can choose the candidate with
the highest reputation among the set of candidates contributing
equally. In this way, the quality of the sensing results can be
consistently high. Other selection criteria can be incorporated
similarly.

As we prove in Section VII-A, PriCSS− achieves only
approximate truthfulness and also requires a fixed candi-
date price set P . So we further propose PriCSS+ to
achieve truthfulness at the cost of higher computation
overhead.

2) PriCSS+ Design: The objective of the PriCSS+ admin-
istrator is still to select a set of participants for bundled
spectrum-sensing tasks, and we refer to Section IV for the
notation. Different from PriCSS−, PriCSS+ aims to achieve
exact truthfulness and to minimize the overall social cost
instead of the total payment. We first define a ranking metric
to characterize the administrator’s preference for participants,
which applies to each participant i ∈ [1, n]:

r(ci) =
ci

|(T − TW)
⋂

Li|
, (12)

where the set TW denotes the set of subtasks included in the
current winning bids, i.e., TW =

⋃
i∈W Li.

The rationale of this definition is as follows. The admin-
istrator always tends to select the participant with the lowest
claimed cost per subtask that has not yet been included in TW .
In each iteration, each participant’s ranking preference is
calculated. Then for any remaining participant i who has not
been included in the winner list, we adopt the following quality
score for the exponential mechanism,

q(ci, xi) = −r(ci). (13)

The “−” sign is placed to fit the exponential mechanism
in our reverse auction model. It is clear that the smaller r(ci),
the higher the quality score of participant i. This effect is
preferred during the winner selection.

The details of the proposed allocation scheme are shown
in Algorithm 2. According to the exponential mechanism,
the probability of participant i being selected as a winner is

Pr(xi = 1) ∝ exp(−ε′r(ci)) , (14)

where ε′ is specified as ε
Δ·eln(e/δ) . Δ is the maximum input

difference for ci, which equals cmax− cmin. ε and δ are para-
meters to balance the privacy leakage and efficiency (in terms
of social cost minimization in our scenario). Line 11 in
Algorithm 2 can thus be derived by considering all the
unselected participants. It essentially normalizes the overall
participants’ selection probability. Based on the selection prob-
ability for each remaining participant, participant i is selected
as the winner in this iteration. We then remove his bid bi from
B and include i in the winner set W .

We resort to Theorem 1 for the truthful payment
design. Each winner i is paid by the administrator

Algorithm 2 Participant Selection in PriCSS+

Input: Universe set T of sensing tasks, set B =
⋃

i∈N {bi}
of all submitted bids.

Output: Winner set W , social cost c.

1: Initialization: ε′ ← ε
Δ·eln(e/δ) , W ← ∅, c← 0, TW ← ∅;

2: while |T − TW | > 0 do
3: for all bi in B do
4: if Li ⊆ TW then
5: B ← B − {bi};
6: else
7: r(ci) = ci

|(T −TW)
�

Li| ;
8: end if
9: end for

10: for all bi in B do
11: Pr[W ←W

⋃
{i}] = exp(−ε′·r(ci))�

bj∈B exp(−ε′·r(cj))
;

12: end for
13: Select bi according to the computed probability distrib-

ution.
14: if bi is selected then
15: B ← B − {bi};
16: W ←W

⋃
{i};

17: c = c + ci;
18: TW ← TW

⋃
Li;

19: end if

20: end while

21: return W , c

with the amount

pi(c−i, ci) = cixi(c−i, ci) +
∫ cmax

ci

xi(c−i, u)du , (15)

where xi(c−i, ci) represents the probability that participant i
is selected to perform the sensing task bundle Li when i’s
claimed cost is ci and others’ claimed cost vector is c−i.

In contrast to PriCSS−, PriCSS+ involves a much more
complicated process for payment calculations. When the
candidate price range is large, it could be computationally
expensive to obtain the payment values for each selected
candidate. Such higher computation overhead is the inevitable
price for getting exact truthfulness and the minimum total
social cost. The PriCSS administrator can select which scheme
to use according to its performance goals, computational
capacity, the availability of participants, and the decision-time
constraint.

VII. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the theoretical performance of
both PriCSS− and PriCSS+.

A. Properties of PriCSS−

1) Differential Location Privacy: Since in our framework,
bidding values are directly associated with CSS participant
locations, we refer to the differential bidding-value privacy as
differential location privacy for convenience.

Theorem 3: PriCSS− achieves ε-differential location
privacy.
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Proof: In two consecutive auction rounds, assume that
there are two bidding sets B and B′ that differ by one single
element.

Pr(M(B) = x)
Pr(M(B′) = x)

=
exp(− εx|Wx|

2cmax
�

k∈[1,K] nk
)

exp(− εx|W′
x|

2cmax
�

k∈[1,K] nk
)

·

∑
y∈P exp(− εy|W′

y|
2cmax

�
k∈[1,K] nk

)
∑

y∈P exp(− εy|Wy|
2cmax

�
k∈[1,K] nk

)

= exp(− εx(|Wx| − |W ′
x|)

2cmax

∑
k∈[1,K] nk

)

·

∑
y∈P exp(− εy|W′

y|
2cmax

�
k∈[1,K] nk

)
∑

y∈P exp(− εy|Wy|
2cmax

�
k∈[1,K] nk

)

≤ exp(
ε

2
) ·

∑
y∈P exp(− εy(|Wy|−

�
k∈[1,K] nk)

2cmax
�

k∈[1,K] nk
)

∑
y∈P exp(− εy|Wy|

2cmax
�

k∈[1,K] nk
)

≤ exp(
ε

2
) · exp(

ε

2
)

= exp(ε). (16)

The inequalities above hold because by changing a single
bidding value, the upper bound of the winner set size change
is

∑
k∈[1,K] nk and for any y in P , y ≤ cmax. So we conclude

that PriCSS− achieves ε-differential location privacy.

2) Approximate Overall Payment Minimization: Recall that
for each price in P , we formulate the problem as a minimum
set cover problem. According to [39], the size of the winner
set returned by PriCSS− and the size of the smallest winner
set satisfy |Wρ| ≤ H(

∑
k∈[1,K] nk)|WOPT| for any ρ ∈ P ,

where H(
∑

k∈[1,K] nk) = 1+ 1
2 +· · ·+ 1�

k∈[1,K] nk
. We utilize

this property to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4: Let O(x) denote the total payment for a

price x selected by PriCSS−. The expectation of O(x)
is guaranteed to be within a limited bound deter-
mined by the optimal (minimum) payment OOPT such
that Ex∈P [O(x)] ≤ H(

∑
k∈[1,K] nk)OOPT + ln(e +

ε|P|H(
�

k∈[1,K] nk)OOPT

2cmin
)
6cmax

�
k∈[1,K] nk

ε .
Proof: Let Omin and Omax be the minimum and maximum

total payment generated by our scheme. We also define the
following sets: Bt = {x|O(x) > Omin + t}, Bt = {x|O(x) ≤
Omin+t} and B2t = {x|O(x) > Omin+2t} for some constant
t > 0. Then we have

Pr(x ∈ B2t) ≤
Pr(x ∈ B2t)
Pr(x ∈ Bt)

=

∑
x∈B2t

exp(− εO(x)
2cmax

�
k∈[1,K] nk

)

�
y∈P exp(− εO(y)

2cmax
�

k∈[1,K] nk
)

∑
x∈Bt

exp(− εO(x)
2cmax

�
k∈[1,K] nk

)

�
y∈P exp(− εO(y)

2cmax
�

k∈[1,K] nk
)

=

∑
x∈B2t

exp(− εO(x)
2cmax

�
k∈[1,K] nk

)
∑

x∈Bt
exp(− εO(x)

2cmax
�

k∈[1,K] nk
)

≤ |B2t|
|Bt|

×
exp(− ε(Omin+2t)

2cmax
�

k∈[1,K] nk
)

exp(− ε(Omin+t)
2cmax

�
k∈[1,K] nk

)

=
|B2t|
|Bt|

exp(− εt

2cmax

∑
k∈[1,K] nk

). (17)

So the expectation of O(x) is

E
x∈P

[O(x)]

=
∑

x∈B2t

O(x)Pr(ρ = x) +
∑

x∈B2t

O(x)Pr(ρ = x)

≤ Omin + 2t + Omax
|B2t|
|Bt|

exp(− εt

2cmax

∑
k∈[1,K] nk

)

≤ Omin + 2t + Omax|P|exp(− εt

2cmax

∑
k∈[1,K] nk

). (18)

For any t ≥ ln(Omax|P|
t )

2cmax
�

k∈[1,K] nk

ε , we can further
simplify the above equation as Ex∈P [O(x)] ≤ Omin +
3t. One of the qualifying values for t is ln(e +

ε|P|Omax
2cmax

�
k∈[1,K] nk

)
2cmax

�
k∈[1,K] nk

ε . We will prove the valid-
ness of t after the proof of the theorem. Hence, based on the
chosen value of t,

E
x∈P

[O(x)] ≤ Omin + ln(e +
ε|P|Omax

2cmax

∑
k∈[1,K] nk

)

×
6cmax

∑
k∈[1,K] nk

ε
. (19)

Assume that the optimal (minimum) total payment OOPT is
achieved when ρ = ρ0, i.e., OOPT = ρ0|WOPT|. Then

Omin ≤ ρ0|Wρ0 | ≤ H(
∑

k∈[1,K]

nk)ρ0|WOPT|

= H(
∑

k∈[1,K]

nk)OOPT. (20)

Therefore, Omax ≤ cmax
cmin

∑
k∈[1,K] nkOmin ≤

cmax
cmin

∑
k∈[1,K] nkH(

∑
k∈[1,K] nk)OOPT, we can draw

the conclusion

E
x∈P

[O(x)] ≤ H(
∑

k∈[1,K]

nk)OOPT

+ ln(e +
ε|P|H(

∑
k∈[1,K] nk)OOPT

2cmin
)

×
6

∑
k∈[1,K] nkcmax

ε
. (21)

Finally, we show the validness proof of the t value we selected.

ln(
Omax|P|

t
)
2cmax

∑
k∈[1,K] nk

ε

≤ ln(
Omax|P|ε

2cmax

∑
k∈[1,K] nk

)
2cmax

∑
k∈[1,K] nk

ε

≤ ln(e+
ε|P|Omax

2cmax

∑
k∈[1,K] nk

)
2cmax

∑
k∈[1,K] nk

ε
= t. (22)
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It is worth noting that the total payment guarantee is
dependent on the price set P according to OOPT’s definition.
In other words, if ρmin can be lowered, OOPT might as
well be further lowered. On the other hand, a lower ρmin

might lead to the failure of task fulfillment, so it is critical
to select a reasonable and working ρmin that guarantees
100% task fulfillment and generates a reasonably small OOPT.
How to determine the value of ρmin is left as future work.
Generally, we can assume that the administrator can rely on
past transaction data as a guideline to configure this value, and
it can change the value accordingly based on other factors such
as the change of population density.

3) Approximate Truthfulness:
Theorem 5: PriCSS− is ε(cmax − cmin)-truthful.

Proof: We use B and B′ to denote two bid profiles that
differ in only one worker’s bid. As proved in Theorem 2,
we have Pr(M(B) = x) ≤ exp(ε)Pr(M(B′) = x), ∀x ∈ P .
Additionally, when ε is small enough, exp(−ε) ≥ 1−ε. Hence,
the expectation of any worker i’s utility is

E
x∼M(B)

[ui(x)] =
∑

x∈P
ui(x)Pr(M(B) = x)

≥
∑

x∈P
ui(x)exp(−ε)Pr(M(B′) = x)

= exp(−ε) E
x∼M(B′)

[ui(x)]

≥ (1 − ε) E
x∼M(B′)

[ui(x)]

= E
x∼M(B′)

[ui(x)]− ε E
x∼M(B′)

[ui(x)]

≥ E
x∼M(B′)

[ui(x)]− ε(cmax − cmin). (23)

Therefore, PriCSS− achieves ε(cmax − cmin)-truthfulness.
So by deviating the bid from his true value, the bidder’s

max utility gain is no more than ε(cmax − cmin), where ε is
typically small (e.g., 0.1).

B. Properties of PriCSS+

1) Differential Location Privacy:
Theorem 6: For any δ ≤ 1/2, PriCSS+ preserves ((e− 1)

ε′Δln(eδ−1), δ)-differential location privacy.
Proof: To facilitate the proof, we first define Qi as the

subtask set that participant i can still contribute to, i.e., Qi =
(T − TW)

⋂
Li. In two consecutive auction rounds, assume

that there are two bidding vectors {c1, c2, . . . , cl, . . . , cn}
and {c′1, c′2, . . . , c′l, . . . , c′n} that differ by only one single
element at the lth index. ci = c′i for all i ∈ [1, n] except
i = l. Differential privacy suggests that with these two
bidding vectors as input, the probability that the outputs of the
mechanism, i.e., the winner setsW andW ′, are approximately
the same. The rationale of our proof is to obtain an exponen-
tial upper-bound for Pr[W = {w1, w2, . . . , wp}]/Pr[W ′ =
{w1, w2, . . . , wp}], where W and W ′ are the two ordered
winner lists, i.e., wi is always selected as a winner before
wj for any j > i. We give our formal proof below:

Pr[W = {w1, w2, . . . , wp}]
Pr[W ′ = {w1, w2, . . . , wp}]

=
p∏

i=1

exp(−ε′ · ci/|Qi|)/
∑

j∈N\πi
exp(−ε′ · cj/|Qj|)

exp(−ε′ · c′i/|Qi|)/
∑

j∈N\πi
exp(−ε′ · c′j/|Qj|)

=
p∏

i=1

exp(−ε′ · ci/|Qi|)
exp(−ε′ · c′i/|Qi|)

·
p∏

i=1

∑
j∈N\πi

exp(−ε′ · c′j/|Qj|)
∑

j∈N\πi
exp(−ε′ · cj/|Qj|)

= exp(ε′
c′l − cl

|Ql|
)

p∏

i=1

∑
j∈N\πi

exp(−ε′ · c′j/|Qj|)
∑

j∈N\πi
exp(−ε′ · cj/|Qj|)

, (24)

where π1 = ∅ and πi = {w1, w2, . . . , wi−1}(i > 1). If cl < c′l,
the second term is smaller than 1. Then

Pr[W = {w1, w2, . . . , wp}]
Pr[W ′ = {w1, w2, . . . , wp}]

< exp(ε′Δ), (25)

where Δ is the maximum difference of the bid values for the
same set of task bundles.

If cl > c′l, the first term is smaller than 1. We denote αj =
cj − c′j , then

Pr[W = {w1, w2, . . . , wp}]
Pr[W ′ = {w1, w2, . . . , wp}]

<

p∏

i=1

∑
j∈N\πi

exp(−ε′ · c′j/|Qj|)
∑

j∈N\πi
exp(−ε′ · cj/|Qj|)

.

=
p∏

i=1

∑
j∈N\πi

exp(−ε′ · c′j/|Qj |)
∑

j∈N\πi
exp(−ε′ · αj/|Qj|)exp(−ε′ · c′j/|Qj|)

=
p∏

i=1

Ej∈N\πi
[exp(ε′ · αj/|Qj |)]. (26)

Note that for all η ≤ 1, eη ≤ 1 + (e− 1)η. Therefore, for all
ε′ ≤ 1/Δ,

Pr[W = {w1, w2, . . . , wp}]
Pr[W ′ = {w1, w2, . . . , wp}]

≤
p∏

i=1

Ej∈N\πi
(1 + (e− 1) · ε′ · αj)

≤ exp((e− 1)ε′
p∑

i=1

Ej∈N\πi
αj). (27)

So if
∑p

i=1 Ej∈N\πi
αj is upper-bounded, the theorem

is established. Based on the proofs in [36], we have
Pr(

∑p
i=1 Ej∈N\πi

αj > Δln(eδ−1)) ≤ δ.
2) Approximate Social Cost Minimization:
Theorem 7: With probability of at least 1 − 1/nO(1),

PriCSS+ can assign spectrum-sensing tasks to a set of winners
with a social cost of at most γOPT +O(ln(n)), where OPT
denotes the optimal (minimum) social cost, and n is the
number of participants.

Proof: LetWOPT denote the set of winners in the auction
with the minimum social cost. We denote an arbitrary set of
winners as W and number the winners according to the order
of being selected, i.e., W = {w1, w2, . . . , wl}.

For each i ∈ W , we define a set Wi, with the following
constraints (∀j ∈ Wi):

1) j ∈ WOPT;
2) Qj

⋂
Qi 	= ∅;

3) |Qj − (Qj

⋂
Qi)| = 0;

4) Qj 	= ∅ before i is selected as one winner.
The above constraints suggest that in this arbitrary selec-
tion W , the reason that a participant j is not listed is that
there is a participant i with a conflicting task set with that of
participant j, and i wins. Note that in Eq. (9), the q function
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corresponds to the inverse and unified cost in our scenario.
Therefore, by taking t = O(ln(n)), we have

− ci

|Qi|
≥ − cj

|Qj |
− O(lnn) (28)

with a probability of at least 1− 1/nO(1).
Since |Qj| is upper bounded by a constant γ where γ < n

when n is large, we have

cj ≥
ci

|Qi|
· |Qj | − O(lnn) (29)

with a probability of at least 1− 1/nO(1).
Summing all j (j ∈ Wi) together, we have

∑

j∈Wi

cj ≥ (
ci

|Qi|
− O(lnn)) ·

∑

j∈Wi

c|Qj |

≥ ci

γ
−O(lnn). (30)

with a probability of at least 1− 1/nO(1). The last step holds
because

∑
j∈Wi

|Qj | ≥ 1.
Summing all i ∈ W , we have

∑

j∈WOPT

cj =
∑

i∈W
(

∑

j∈Wi

cj +
∑

j∈WOPT

�
Wi

cj)

≥
∑

i∈W

ci

γ
−O(lnn). (31)

This concludes the proof.
3) Truthfulness: We finally prove that PriCSS+ is truthful.

Based on Theorem 1, we need to show that the selection
of PriCSS+ is monotone decreasing with an appropriate
payment scheme.

Lemma 8: In PriCSS+, for each participant i, the proba-
bility that i is assigned with the interested spectrum-sensing
task bundle is monotone decreasing with his claimed cost ci.

Proof: Due to the randomized property of our scheme, we
simply prove that the probability that i is assigned with the
interested spectrum-sensing task bundle is decreasing when his
claimed cost ci increases in each round of winner selection.

Pr(W ←W
⋃
{i})

=
exp(−ε′ · r(ci))∑

bj∈B exp(−ε′ · r(cj))

=
exp(−ε′ · r(ci))∑

bj∈B\{ci} exp(−ε′ · r(cj)) + exp(−ε′ · r(ci))

= 1−
∑

cj∈B\{ci} exp(−ε′ ·r(cj))
∑

bj∈B\{ci} exp(−ε′ · r(cj))+exp(−ε′ ·r(ci))
(32)

In the above equation, if we increase ci, r(ci) also increases.
Then the exponential term of ci decreases, causing the overall
equation value to decrease. This indicates that if we increase
ci, the probability that W includes i in every round decreases
if i has not been included in previous rounds.
We thus have the following theorem established.

Theorem 9: PriCSS+ is truthful.

VIII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we conduct simulations to evaluate PriCSS−

and PriCSS+. Since they have different design objectives,

Fig. 2. Social cost distribution for a randomly generated topology with
300 participants.

we evaluate them individually. Specifically, PriCSS− is eval-
uated with regard to the total payment and location-privacy
leakage, and PriCSS+ is evaluated with regard to the total
social cost and location-privacy leakage.

Our simulation setting is as follows. We simulate a square
urban area of 1km by 1km. The system administrator issues
sensing tasks in response to the queries of secondary users,
each with a transmission radius of 300m. The base locations
of participants are uniformly distributed, and we vary the
number of participants from 300 to 1000 in simulations.
In our simulation, the preferred sensing locations are chosen
beforehand according to the specific diversity requirement as
discussed in Section III. To minimize the overall sensing
cost, we want the subtask locations to be as far from each
other as possible. We specify a minimum separation distance
of 100m for the subtasks in each sensing task. The number
of sensing locations (or subtasks) for each sensing task is
fixed as 5 in our simulations. We vary the number of sensing
tasks K in one round of auction from 3 to 9. Each sensing
task is characterized by the locations of the corresponding
secondary users, which are uniformly distributed within the
region. We also set the modeling parameters η = 100
reward units and θ = 1 unit per meter. The parameter γ is
specified as 3. In addition, we set the bidding cost range
[cmin, cmax] to [100,1500]. For PriCSS−, we set the price
set as P = {ρ|ρ mod 10 = 0, ρ ∈ [900, 1500]}. Note that
other configurations of η and θ lead to similar performance.
We omit other cases here due to limited space. The privacy
parameter ε is chosen as 0.1 or 2 unless otherwise stated, and δ
is set to 0.25. The simulations are done in MATLAB, and
each result represents the average of 200 runs. Fig. 2 shows
the social cost distribution for a randomly generated topology
with 300 participants. The social cost for each participant is
associated with the task bundle he is interested in. We can
clearly see that the cost is not uniformly distributed across
the range, which is different from the simulations conducted
in [6]. In addition, the total normalized count does not add up
to 1 for the range we show here due to the upper bound of
cost (1500) we have imposed in our system. In other words,
a small portion of participants are filtered out due to their high
social cost.
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Fig. 3. Performance evaluation for PriCSS−. (a) Privacy loss with 900 participants. (b) Privacy loss with 9 sensing tasks. (c) Total payment with 3 sensing
tasks. (d) Total payment with 9 sensing tasks. (e) Total payment with 900 participants. (f) Trade-off between privacy loss and total payment.

Fig. 4. Performance evaluation for PriCSS+. (a) Privacy loss with 900 participants. (b) Privacy loss with 9 sensing tasks. (c) Total payment with 3 sensing
tasks. (d) Total payment with 9 sensing tasks. (e) Total payment with 900 participants. (f) Trade-off between privacy loss and total cost.

We use two performance metrics. The first is the location-
privacy loss, defined according to Definition 4:

ε = maxS ln
Pr[M(D1) ∈ S]
Pr[M(D2) ∈ S]

, (33)

where D1 and D2 correspond to two cost vectors for
all the participants that differ by one element. Intuitively,
the smaller ε, the less impact the change of a single cost on
the auction results, the better individual sensing-cost privacy

is protected, and the more location privacy each partici-
pant enjoys. The second metric is the total payment for
PriCSS− or the social (or true sensing) cost of the winners
for PriCSS+, which is desired to be as low as possible. For
the purpose of comparison, we also show the total payment
(or social cost) induced using the approximation algorithm
without privacy considerations introduced in Section VI-B.1
for PriCSS− (or Section IV for PriCSS+) and use the label
“baseline” in the figures.
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A. Evaluations of PriCSS−

We first evaluate the location-privacy loss in PriCSS−.
As we know from Section VII-A, PriCSS− preserves
ε-differential location privacy. Fig. 3a shows the privacy loss
with 900 participants by varying the number of sensing
tasks. Clearly, when ε is smaller, the privacy loss is also
smaller. Also, the achieved privacy loss for different ε values
is obviously well under the guarantee. Moreover, the more
sensing tasks, the better privacy protection PriCSS− can
deliver. We conjecture that a larger number of sensing tasks
lead to a larger range of social cost value and hence better
privacy protection under PriCSS−. Fig. 3b shows the privacy
loss with nine sensing tasks by varying the number of partici-
pants. Although we do not observe a clear trend in this figure,
we can see that the achieved privacy loss is still well under
the theoretical guarantee.

We then evaluate the total payment in PriCSS−. Fig. 3c
and Fig. 3d show the total payment with three and nine
sensing tasks, respectively. In general, the total payment
decreases with the increase of participants because the more
participants we have, the better choice in terms of minimizing
the total payment the system can generally make. Also,
the total payment declines with the increase of ε. The baseline
algorithm achieves the lowest overall payment because it has
no privacy protection in place. Fig. 3e shows the total payment
with 900 participants in PriCSS−. Clearly, the total payment
increases almost linearly with K , the number of sensing tasks.

Lastly, we show in Fig. 3f the trade-off between the privacy
loss and the total payment in PriCSS−. We see that with
the increase of ε, the privacy loss increases, while the total
payment decreases.

B. Evaluations of PriCSS+

We first evaluate the location-privacy loss in PriCSS+.
As proved in Section VII, PriCSS+ preserves ((e − 1)
ε′Δln(eδ−1), δ)-differential location privacy, where ε′ is spec-
ified as ε

Δ·eln(e/δ) . This is equivalent to achieving ( e−1
e ε, δ)

differential privacy. Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b shows the achievable
privacy loss in PriCSS+, which is obviously much lower than
the theoretical result. Specifically, when ε = 0.1, we can
observe almost a constant privacy loss of 0.01, which is
far lower than the theoretical value e−1

10e ≈ 0.06. Similar
conclusions can be drawn with ε = 2. This indicates that
when there is any change of a single cost value for any
participant, there is rarely any chance that the auction result
can change. Hence, we can safely conclude that the attackers
can no longer infer the participants’ locations by performing
the attacks in Section V or by adopting other attack strategies.

We show the social cost incurred using PriCSS+ and
the baseline algorithm for three and nine sensing tasks
in Fig. 4c and Fig. 4d, respectively. For the baseline algorithm,
we observe that as the number of participants increases,
the social cost tends to decrease due to increased competition
among participants. The trend of decrease, however, cannot
be found with PriCSS+ for both ε = 0.1 and ε = 2 cases.
We conjecture that with PriCSS+ in place, the advantage of
cost-efficient participants who claim lower sensing costs in the

hope of winning is weakened by the increased number of
participants. In other words, their ranking metrics play less
significant roles when the number of participants increases.
Still, we see that the social cost when ε = 0.1 is slightly
worse than that when ε = 2. This is the expected trade-off
between privacy and utility: the larger ε, the heavier weight
on the ranking metric, and the lower the social cost. In Fig. 4e,
we also show the social cost for different numbers of sensing
tasks when there are 900 participants. As expected, when
the number of sensing tasks increases, the social cost also
increases.

Finally, we show the trade-off between the privacy loss and
the total social cost in Fig. 4f. Similar to PriCSS−, we can
observe the same trend with the interactions among the three
values: privacy loss, social cost and ε. The social cost can drop
dramatically if ε increases.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented PriCSS, a novel framework for
a spectrum database administrator to select spectrum-sensing
participants in a differentially privacy-preserving manner.
In this framework, we proposed PriCSS− and PriCSS+,
two different schemes under distinct design objectives and
assumptions. PriCSS− is an approximately truthful scheme
that can achieve both differential location privacy and an
approximate minimum payment, while PriCSS+ is a truthful
scheme that can achieve both differential location privacy
and an approximate minimum social cost. Detailed theoretical
analysis and simulation studies demonstrated the efficacy of
both schemes.

There are several possible directions that we would like to
explore in our future work. First, since people are becoming
more and more concerned with location privacy, it is preferred
that we design a mechanism that protects location privacy from
the administrator as well. Note that although reference [8]
provides one solution, it might need accurate probabilistic
modeling in practice. Also, how to minimize the negative
performance impact introduced by privacy protection mech-
anisms is challenging. Second, it is also more practical if
we can incorporate a reputation system. If such a reputation
mechanism exists, how to incorporate reputations into partic-
ipant selection can be an interesting problem to solve. Lastly,
since on-time sensing is critical for spectrum sensing, how
to incorporate the timing factor into sensing task allocation
deserves thorough investigations.
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